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Category:Novels set in the 12th century Category:Novels set in the Middle Ages Category:Novels set in the 13th century Category:Fiction set in the 1130sNils Richter Nils Richter (born Nils Didrich) (17 August 1869, in Bremen – 10 May 1940, in Wolperting) was a German writer of comedies and farces. He was a member of the Dresden Arts Academy. Selected works Der Turmburkler (1894) Tom, der Erste und Tom, der
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a Type IXC U-boat of Nazi Germany's Kriegsmarine during World War II. The submarine was laid down on 10 October 1942 at the DeSchiMAG AG Weser yard at Bremen as yard number 396. She was launched on 22 September 1943, and commissioned under the command of Oberleutnant zur See Gerhard Hirsch on 4 October 1943. Design German Type IXC submarines were slightly larger than the original Type IXBs. U-937
had a displacement of
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